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ABSTRACT
We present the first known direct measurement of word alignment coverage on an Arabic-English parallel corpus using inversion transduction grammar constraints. While direct measurements have been reported for several European and Asian
languages, to date no results have been available for Arabic or
any Semitic language despite much recent activity on ArabicEnglish spoken language and text translation. Many recent
syntax based statistical MT models operate within the domain
of ITG expressiveness, often for efficiency reasons, so it has
become important to determine the extent to which the ITG
constraint assumption holds. Our results on Arabic provide
further evidence that ITG expressiveness appears largely sufficient for core MT models.
Index Terms— Speech communication, Natural language
interfaces, Natural languages, Formal languages, Languages,
Transducers, Hidden Markov Models
1. INTRODUCTION
Several recent empirical studies have been directed at measuring the extent to which word alignments between parallel
training corpora fall within the constrained expressiveness of
inversion transduction grammars or ITGs [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Measurements on French-English and German-English were reported by Zens and Ney [7]. Additional measurements on a
smaller scale using manual alignments for Chinese-English,
Romanian-English, Hindi-English, Spanish-English, as well
as French-English were reported by Wellington et al. [8].
It is important to know whether adequate coverage of word
alignment is preserved under ITG constraints, because an increasing number of tree-structured statistical machine translation models for both spoken language and text translation
rely on assumptions that formally reduce to ITG expressiveness [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Often the appeal
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of assuming ITG constraints is for the sake of the computational feasibility benefits, since ITG constraints significantly
reduce combinatorial complexity and facilitate various polynomial time alignment and decoding algorithms with lower
order than other statistical MT approaches. At the same time,
ITG constraints tend to improve translation accuracy.
ITG constrained alignments can be utilized either during
training for hierarchical phrasal aligned example extraction
[19], and/or during testing for translation decoding [4, 20].
Many syntax based statistical MT models employ manually
constructed or automatically learned rules/patterns/templates
that are similar to those in traditional transfer-based MT models as well as modern example-based MT models—these representations generally being formally equivalent to syntaxdirected transduction grammars or SDTGs [21, 22], which
have recently also been referred to as synchronous contextfree grammars. Unconstrained SDTGs exceed the expressiveness of ITGs, and necessitate much more expensive alignment
and/or decoding algorithms. Yet the binarization algorithm of
Zhang et al. [23] has been applied to several such SDTGlevel syntax based statistical MT systems at ISI [24, 25] so
as to simplify them from SDTG down to ITG expressiveness
(by eliminating any rules that cannot be converted down to a
binary rank SDTG, which yields an ITG as discussed below)
thus allowing significantly more efficient and thorough search
leading to higher BLEU scores. The results of Zens and Ney
[7] show that ITG constraints yield significantly better alignment coverage than the constraints used in IBM statistical machine translation models both on German-English (Verbmobil
corpus) and on French-English (Canadian Hansards corpus).
Zhang and Gildea [26] find that unsupervised alignment using Bracketing ITGs produces significantly lower ChineseEnglish alignment error rates than a syntactically supervised
tree-to-string model (Yamada and Knight [27]). With regard
to translation rather than alignment accuracy, Zens et al. [28]
show that decoding under ITG constraints yields significantly
lower word error rates and BLEU scores than the IBM constraints. Chiang [29] and Vilar and Vidal [30] also obtain improved alignment and translation performance by imposing
ITG constraints on their models.

Such empirical results, over a range of different languages
and task metrics, can be seen as indirect evidence suggesting
that the strong restrictive inductive bias imposed by ITG constraints appears to yield both efficiency and accuracy gains.
However, to date no direct measurements of the extent to
which Arabic (or any Semitic language) alignments can be
covered have been reported, in spite of the large amount of
recent effort on Arabic-English machine translation.
In this paper, therefore, we report the first known direct
measurements of word alignment coverage under ITG constraints over a large Arabic-English parallel corpus.
2. ITG CONSTRAINTS
For reasons discussed by Wu [5], ITGs possess an interesting
intrinsic combinatorial property of permitting roughly up to
four arguments of any frame to be transposed freely, but not
more. This matches suprisingly closely the preponderance
of linguistic verb frame theories from diverse linguistic traditions that all allow up to four arguments per frame. This property emerges naturally from ITGs in language-independent
fashion, without any hardcoded language-specific knowledge.
Formally, within the expressiveness hierarchy of transduction grammars, the ITG level of expressiveness has highly
unusual intrinsic properties as seen in Fig. 1. Wu [5] showed
that the ITG class is an equivalence class of subsets of syntaxdirected transduction grammars or SDTGs (Lewis and Stearns
1968 [21]), equivalently defined by meeting any of the following three conditions: (1) all rules are of rank 2, (2) all
rules are of rank 3, or (3) all rules are either of straight or
inverted orientation (and may have any rank). Ordinary unrestricted SDTGs allow any permutation of the symbols on the
right-hand side to be specified when translating from the input
language to the output language. In contrast, ITGs only allow
two out of the possible permutations. If a rule is straight,
the order of its right-hand symbols must be the same for both
languages (just as in a simple SDTG or SSDTG). On the other
hand, if a rule is inverted, then the order is left-to-right for
the input language and right-to-left for the output language.
Since inversion is permitted at any level of rule expansion, a
derivation may intermix productions of either orientation.
Some examples may be useful to fix ideas. Following Wu
[5], in general the leaves of an ITG parse tree are phrase-tophrase alignments rather than simple “word” alignments. We
will omit any constituent categories, since nonterminals are irrelevant to the question of whether ITG parse trees can cover
the phrase alignments. Consider the word-aligned EnglishArabic sentence translation pair shown in Fig. 2 (using Buckwalter romanization of Arabic). Even though the subject and
verb constituents are inverted between the languages—with
the would be set in English’s SVO order versus the ttHdd
in Arabic’s VSO order—an ITG can nevertheless capture the
common structure of the two sentences. This is shown by
the parse tree in Fig. 2 which generates both the English and

Fig. 1. The ITG level of expressiveness constitutes a surprisingly
broad equivalence class within the expressiveness hierarchy of transduction grammars. The simple monolingual notion of “context-free”
is too coarse to adequately categorize the bilingual case of transduction grammars. The expressiveness of a transduction grammar depends on the maximum rank k of rules, i.e., the maximum number
of nonterminals on the right-hand-side. SDTG-k is always more expressive than SDTG-(k-1), except for the special case of the ITG
class which includes both SDTG-2 and SDTG-3. In contrast, for
monolingual CFGs, expressiveness is not affected by rank, as shown
by the existence of a binary Chomsky normal form for any CFG. A
binary normal form exists for ITGs but not SDTGs.

Fig. 2. Example ITG parse tree generating a pair of English and
Arabic sentences with the word order distortion (permutation) shown
by the alignments. Instances of inverted rules are marked with a
horizontal bar.

Arabic sentences. The same parse tree can also be written
more compactly with the aid of an hi angle bracket notation
marking parse tree nodes that instantiate rules of inverted orientation:
[[/w [h[[The exchange rates/AsEAr [of/ [other/bAqy
[currencies/AlEmlAt /AlAjnbyp]]]] [against/mqAbl
the pound/Aljnyh]] would be set/ttHddi [according/bnA’
[to/ElY [that/h*A price/AlsEr]]]]] .]

As shown in Fig. 3, the ability to compose multiple levels
of straight and inverted constituents gives ITGs much greater
expressiveness to accommodate messy distortions than might
seem at first blush.
On the other hand, (2, 4, 1, 3) permutations of the type in
Fig. 4 lie outside the expressiveness of ITG constraints. It is
the proportion of such occurrences, which have been shown
to be relatively infrequent in other language pairs, that we aim
to measure for Arabic-English.
Polynomial-time algorithms are possible for various tasks

including translation using ITGs, as well as bilingual parsing or biparsing, where the task is to build the highest-scored
parse tree given an input bi-sentence.
For present purposes we can take word-aligned ArabicEnglish parallel sentence pairs and use the algorithm of Wu
[5] to attempt to biparse each sentence while obeying the
given word alignments, using the special case of Bracketing ITGs [2] where the grammar employs only one single,
undistinguished “dummy” nonterminal category for any nonlexical rule. Designating this category A, a Bracketing ITG
has the following form (where lexical transductions of the
form A → e/f may possibly be singletons of the form A →
e/ or A → /f ).
A
A

→
→

[AA]
hAAi

A
A

→
...
→

e1 /f1
ei /fj

Since they lack differentiated syntactic categories, Bracketing
ITGs merely constrain the shape of the trees that align various
nested portions of a sentence pair, thereby determining what
word order distortions (permutations) can be accommodated.
No linguistic knowledge is contained in a Bracketing ITGs
other than the purely lexical set of phrase translations.

Fig. 3. ITG parse tree generating a more complex permutation via
composition of straight and inverted constituents, along with an alternative matrix view of the alignment permutation.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Following the experimental setup of Zens and Ney [7], we use
automatically generated IBM Model 4 word alignments of a
parallel corpus, and investigate whether these alignments are
consistent with the Bracketing ITG constraints.
We test the ITG hypothesis on parallel corpora typically
used to train statistical Arabic-English MT systems. We combine news data from the Arabic-English Parallel News and the
News Translation corpora, with parallel United Nations data.
Our test corpus contains 180,413 sentence pairs.
Before performing word alignment, both sides of the parallel corpus are tokenized. English tokenization is performed
using the standard script distributed with the Penn Treebank,
which essentially separates words and punctuation. In contrast, Arabic is a morphologically rich language and requires
more sophisticated processing.
Tokenization and lemmatization are performed using the
ASVMT Arabic morphological analysis toolkit [31]. An Arabic word is typically formed of a stem, and possibly affixes
and clitics. Affixes are inflectional markers for tense, gender
and/or number, while the clitics include some prepositions,
conjunctions, determiners, etc. Tokenization, which consists
of separating those syntactic units, is the first step of processing in ASVMT. This is followed by lemmatization which, in
ASVMT, refers to a normalization step where the tokens coming from stems that were modified when agglutinated are converted back to their original form.
After preprocessing, all sentence pairs are word aligned.
Following Zens and Ney [7], we use GIZA++ [32] to align

Fig. 4. Example permutation outside ITG expressiveness.

the corpus in both translation directions using IBM model 4.
4. RESULTS
Our results on Arabic-English indicate a reasonable level of
coverage within ITG expressiveness and therefore support the
hypothesis that Arabic may benefit from the efficiency of models within the ITG expressiveness class.
As shown in Table 1, the coverage of Arabic-English alignments by ITG expresiveness compares consistently with previous results for German and especially French [7]. As expected for non-European languages, alignment with Arabic
is more difficult and the sentence coverage is slightly lower
than that obtained for French-English. A key factor in this
difference appears to be Arabic morphological complexity.
Zens and Ney [7] found that modifying Bracketing ITGs
to handle split lexical transductions significantly helped coverage for both language pairs, especially for French-English
where such transductions are very frequent: for instance, the
very frequent English word not translates as ne ... pas. Making use of split lexical transductions improved coverage from
81.3% to 96.1% for the French-English alignments. Simi-

Table 1. Alignment coverage within Bracketing ITG expressiveness.
Zens and Ney’s [7] results on German and French are provided for
reference.

Source-target
language pair
English-German
German-English
English-French
French-English
English-Arabic
Arabic-English

Sentence-level
coverage
91.6%
87.0%
81.3%
73.6%
76.6%
70.9%

Word-level
coverage
97.0%
96.2%

larly, we anticipate that well-adapted split lexical transductions could improve coverage for Arabic to a comparable degree.
5. CONCLUSION
We have presented the first direct measurement of word alignment coverage for Arabic-English translation under ITG constraints. The results prove similar to those for previous European languages, with a small drop consistent with the slightly
greater linguistic divergence of Arabic from English. Given
the relatively small difference from previous French-English
measurements, and in light of the success of the ITG constraint for improving both translation speed and accuracy on
European languages, this first result on Arabic supports the
hypothesis that Arabic-English translation may indeed benefit
from the efficiency of models within the ITG expressiveness
class.
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